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Soccer is the world’s most popular sport, with over 200 million participants worldwide. Fractures account for only 4–9% of acute injuries, and hip fracture-dislocation is extremely uncommon. The potentially serious long term sequelae require that team physicians have an awareness of this injury. Two cases of traumatic hip fracture-dislocation are here reported in recreational soccer players sustained by low energy mechanisms. Prompt reduction and fixation are important to produce a stable and congruent joint.

**CASE REPORT 1**

A 28 year old man with no medical history suffered a traumatic left hip fracture-dislocation while playing recreational indoor football. He was struck from behind on the left buttck by an opposing player, causing acute flexion and internal rotation of the hip. The fracture was reduced within six hours, and the patient suffered no neurological injury. Plain radiographs (fig 1) and a computed tomography scan (fig 2) of the pelvis revealed a left posterior wall fracture which involved 30–40% of the weight bearing portion of the posterosuperior portion of the acetabulum.

![Figure 1](http://www.bjsportmed.com/content/full/38/4/e17)

Figure 1 Left hip obturator oblique radiograph before surgery showing a posterior wall fracture of the left acetabulum.

**CASE REPORT 2**

A 41 year old woman with no medical history suffered a traumatic left hip fracture-dislocation while playing recreational football. While dribbling the ball, she fell forward with her hip internally rotated. She then felt a “pop”, and collapsed with an immediate inability to bear weight. There was no contact with an opposing player. A closed reduction was performed within four hours of the event, and the patient suffered no neurological injury. Plain radiographs and a computed tomography scan of the pelvis revealed a left posterior wall fracture which involved 20% of the weight bearing portion of the posterosuperior portion of the acetabulum.

![Figure 2](http://www.bjsportmed.com/content/full/38/4/e17)

Figure 2 Three dimensional computed tomography scan of the hip before surgery.

Football is the world’s most popular sport. The Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), the world governing body of football, has nearly 200 million active members.1 In the United States, football has increased considerably in popularity during the past decade. Currently 12.5–18.2 million Americans play football, and participation in the sport is increasing annually at a rate of 11.4–21.8%.2 Numerous epidemiological studies have shown the incidence of football injuries to be 10–35 per 1000 game hours,3 and it is therefore estimated that every player will have one performance limiting injury a year.1,4+ The most common injuries are contusions, sprains, and/or strains in the thigh, knee, and ankle.2 Fractures are relatively uncommon, accounting for 4–9% of acute injuries,5,7–9 and only three cases of hip dislocation have been reported.10,11 Posterior hip fracture-dislocations usually result from high energy trauma;12 however, we report two cases of traumatic hip fracture-dislocation in recreational footballers sustained by low energy mechanisms.
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The patient subsequently underwent operative fixation identical with case 1. She had an uneventful postoperative course, and was only allowed touch down weight bearing for 12 weeks. At the one year follow up, the injury was clinically and radiographically healed. The patient was pain free with an SMFA score of 9.78. Examination of the hip revealed only a 5° deficit passive internal rotation compared with the uninvolved side. The patient elected not to return to play. Because of her age and sex, bone densitometry was performed to assess bone quality; the results showed normal Z and T scores.

**DISCUSSION**

Hip fracture-dislocations usually occur with high energy trauma and are uncommon in sports. Hip dislocations (with and without associated acetabular fractures) have been reported in basketball, biking, American football, gymnastics, jogging, rugby, and skiing. Only three cases have been reported in football. In 1970, Lamke investigated 110 traumatic dislocations of the hip and found that only six (5.5%) occurred during sporting activities. In a recent review, Chudik et al estimated that hip dislocations during sporting activities represent only 2–5% of all hip dislocations.

The mechanisms of hip fracture-dislocations are dependent on the position of the hip at the time of injury and the force vector applied. The flexed, adducted hip is at risk, and indeed the most commonly reported mechanisms for posterior dislocations in sport are (a) a forward fall on the knee with a flexed hip and (b) a blow from behind when the athlete is down on all four limbs. Interestingly, the second patient reported here did not have any forceful contact and was internally rotated at the time of the injury, and the mechanism for the first patient was a posterior to anterior blow to a flexed and internally rotated hip.

Most hip dislocations in sports can be categorised as “less complicated traumatic hip dislocations” by the Stewart-Milford classification due to the fact that minimal force is involved; however, the same prognostic factors that determine the functional outcome in more severe hip injuries apply to the injuries reported here. The incidence of avascular necrosis of the femoral head greatly increases if the time to reduction is more than six hours. The published percentage of avascular necrosis after “less complicated hip dislocations” is 0–22%. Post-traumatic osteoarthritis occurs after 3–48% of dislocations and increases if appropriate fixation with articular surface restoration is not performed. Stiris reported one case of recurrent hip subluxation in a football after closed treatment without operative fixation. Neither patient reported here had clinical or radiographic evidence of avascular necrosis at the one year follow up.

The accepted classification scheme of football injuries defines a severe injury as one that results in more than four weeks of absence from practice and game play. A study of 398 Czech footballers revealed that 16.5% of injuries during one year of play were severe; however, joint sprains and muscle strains were most common, and no hip dislocations were reported. Hip fracture-dislocation is extremely uncommon in football; however, the potentially serious long term sequelae and associated loss of playing time mean that the team doctor should be aware of this injury. Furthermore, the two cases reported in this paper illustrate the importance of prompt reduction and operative fixation to produce a stable and congruent joint.
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**Figure 3** Anteroposterior pelvis radiograph after surgery showing fixation of the posterior wall fragment.
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